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LEDs are electronic semiconductor devices that produce near 
monochromatic light. The semiconductor junction is typically 
encapsulated in a clear plastic housing that usually incorporates 
a lens. Several LEDs may be grouped together in a cluster or an 
array to provide a light source of the required size and intensity 
to replace a lamp or lamp and lens system. New high power 
LEDs allow short range lanterns using a single LED.

LEDs operate from a low voltage DC supply. Correct ope-
ration depends on accurate control of the supply current. 
An LED is not a lamp, but rather a solid‐state light source 
that emits monochromatic radiation in the infrared, near 
ultra‐violet or visible spectrum when a current is passed. 
Spectral power distribution is narrow in the order of 50nm, 
except for white. There are two main types of white LED: 
those with a combination of different coloured LEDs (typi-
cally red, green and blue) that appear white when viewed 
together; and those consisting of a blue or UV LED chip 
that activates a broadband phosphor so-called phosphor- 
conversion LEDs or pcLEDs.

LEDs require integrated thermal management and 
drive circuitry that can vary in efficiency. Within an 
LED, about 15% of the energy is emitted as light 
and the remaining 85% as heat. Unlike conventio-
nal light sources, which dissipate heat by radia-
tion, convection and conduction, all heat from the 
LEDs must be conducted away by the luminaire.

Typically, each LED has an integrated lens. Se-
condary lenses may be used to produce a desired 
light beam.
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LED has some distinct advantages when applied to Aids to Navigation:

• Energy efficient, rugged, robust, shock‐resistant, no mechanical moving parts.

• Long life depending on driving techniques, thermal management, environmental conditions, duty cycles and 
type of LED (see section 3.5), rarely catastrophic failures, but continues lumen depreciation.

• Lamp changers are not considered necessary.

• LED groups or arrays can substantially reduce the probability of total lamp failure.

• Light produced in saturated signal colours therefore coloured filters not needed;

• LEDs maintain the colour through whole lifetime.

• Instantaneous on-off switching of light.

• Presently demonstrating improved conspicuity for the same light output possible due to the colour purity (narrow 
spectral distribution) and rectangular‐wave flash profile.

• Does not have a high inrush current.

• No shadows created by filament supports.

• No complex maintenance requirements for LED lanterns.

• LED technology is advancing rapidly.
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Also, there is some minor issues to be addressed by the manufacturers and 
AtoN authorities regarding LED application to AtoN:

• Sometimes is difficult to match LED to existing optics.

• LED colours also shifts with operation temperature.

• Sometimes individual LEDs can vary greatly in the distribution of their light 
output, affecting beam pattern.

• Light output degrades over operating time.

Lámpara LED MLL1000 (Desarrollado y patentado por MSM).


